Abstract. Future space mission of astrometric satellite, GAIA and JASMINE (Japan Astrometry Satellite Mission for Infrared Exploration), will produce astrometric parameter, such as positions, parallaxes, and proper motions of stars in the Galactic bulge. Then kinematical information will be obtained in the future. Accordingly it is expected that our understanding of the dynamical structure will be greatly improved. Therefore it is important to make a method to construct a kinematical and dynamical structure of the Galactic bulge immediately.
Overview on the Construction of Dynamical Structure of the Galactic Bulge
Here we outline the method to obtain dynamical structure of the Galactic bulge (see Fig. 1 ).
1. We assume a gravitational potential, V (q), and a distribution function (hereafter DF), f m odel (J). Both must be assumed in consistent with Poisson equation. 2. We obtain J(p, q), the relation between J and (p, q), numerically from the gravitational potential using torus fitting method. 3. We obtain f m odel (J(p, q)) from J(p, q) and assumed DF, f m odel (J). 4. We estimate the observed DF, f C m odel (p, q) , from the modeled DF, f m odel (J(p, q)), by the convolution procedure. 5. We compare f C m odel (J(p, q) ) with f obs (p, q) . Or equivalently we can compare f m odel (J(p, q)) with deconvolved DF, f D obs (p, q).
Torus Fitting Method
This method is based on the splendid idea shown by McGill & Binney(1990) , Kaasalainen & Binney (1993) , and so on. These works are to obtain torus of a given potential and J(p, q) as a function of momenta and positions numerically. However, it is very difficult 40 T. Yano et al. to construct torus and J(p, q) without complicated procedure except for one dimensional case. Because they do not utilize any geometrical information of the torus. Then we concentrate our attention on getting the coordinate transformation between the action variables, J, and the Cartesian coordinate, (x, p). Accordingly we utilize directly the information of the shape of torus by calculated numerically in advance. The procedure is as follows: 1. Prepare action variables J . 2. Target torus is calculated with given J , and a type of Hamiltonian is determined (harmonic oscillator or isochrone potential). 
